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“Dead Rising® 4” to get a Holiday 2016 Worldwide Simultaneous Release!
- Latest entry in the global hit series coming to Microsoft platforms -

Capcom Co., Ltd. (Capcom) today announced that “Dead Rising® 4”, the latest entry in the mega-hit
series, will get a worldwide simultaneous release on the Microsoft “Xbox One® ” console and
“Windows® 10” platforms during the 2016 holiday season.
“Dead Rising® ” is an action and adventure series that challenges players to find the truth behind
zombie outbreaks while battling hordes of the undead in new and exciting ways. Since the release of the
first title in August 2006, the games have attracted fans across the globe with their darkly humorous
settings and exhilarating action. As of March 31, 2016, cumulative shipments of the series exceeded 8.6
million units.
“Dead Rising 4” is the follow-up to the two million unit-selling hit “Dead Rising® 3”, and makes full
use of the myriad online features of Xbox Live® . Gameplay has been taken to the next level, featuring all
new 4-player online cooperative play and an even richer selection of weapons and vehicles that players
can combo for endless zombie-eradicating methods—all set in the series’ deepest and most varied
open-world sandbox.

As always, Capcom aims to satisfy the expectations of our users by utilizing its exemplary
development capabilities to create games overflowing with originality.

[Product Details]
1. Title

Dead Rising 4

2. Genre

Action & Adventure

3. Platforms

Xbox One®, Windows®10

4. Release Date

World-wide: Holiday 2016

* Xbox One is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation of the United States and/or related companies.
*Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation of the United States and/or other countries.
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